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brand, please contact:  
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Brand GUIDELINES 
OVERVIEW

This document is designed 
to help you make decisions in 
support of our story so that 
we’re all communicating about 
the University in a consistent, 
compelling way. There’s a 
deeply informed rationale 
for everything here—every 
visual and verbal element. 
These pages reflect the 
thought process that went into 
developing the brand and offer 
guidance for making it work.

Note: This guide is only for the University 
of Redlands master brand. Separate 
sub-brand guidelines are available for the 
College of Arts and Sciences, Graduate 
School of Theology, School of Business, and 
School of Education.

WHAT IS A BRAND?

A brand is more than a logo or a 
tagline; it’s an enduring platform that 
articulates an organization’s unique 
identity and point of view. It can help 
an organization connect with many 
audiences through informed and 
relevant interactions. Said another 
way, it’s the promise we make to our 
audiences every day.

At the University of Redlands, 
our brand focuses on our distinct 
commitment to provide access, 
opportunity, and a welcoming 
environment for every student, and 
to equip them to make a difference in 
their communities.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Our brand is how we communicate the 
important role we serve here in California 
and beyond. It’s how we differentiate 
ourselves from our peers and ensure that 
we’re delivering on the promise we’re 
making to those we serve.
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1Strategy

Our strategy highlights our strengths, 

captures our personality, and outlines 

the main ideas that we want to 

communicate about ourselves. It’s the 

backbone of our brand.
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Strategy Approach
Our strategy is the foundation 
for the University of Redlands 
brand. It’s a useful set of 
frameworks and resources for 
anyone who communicates 
on the University’s behalf, so 
it’s tailored for marketers and 
communicators. 

The strategy is the blueprint 
for the ideas, stories, and 
messages that resonate with 
our key audiences. 

Note: This section is intended for  
internal use only. The elements in  
this guide build on the pre-existing 
University mission and vision.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

OUR VISION

OUR  
POSITIONING

OUR VALUE  
PROPOSITION

OUR AUDIENCES

OUR PERSONALITY

OUR MISSION What’s our purpose?

Where we focus

What we say

Whom we must reach

How we communicate

Where we’re going
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Identifying and understanding our key audiences are the first 
steps to implementing our brand. To effectively engage and 
connect with each segment, we must align the focus of our 
messages with their interests.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

OUR UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
•  Current students  

and families

•  Faculty

•  Staff

•  Administration

•  Trustees 

•  Alumni

•  Donors

•  City of Redlands and other 
campus regions

•  Employers and partners

•  Build alignment and pride in our story 
and what we offer

•  Strengthen engagement and 
advocacy

• Build awareness and enhance  
   the University’s reputation

•  Attract best-fit students,  
faculty, and staff

GOALS: 

ALIGN AND ENGAGE
↓

GOALS: 

CONNECT AND INSPIRE
↓

Those who know us today Those who will know us tomorrow

PROSPECTS THE PUBLIC 
•  Higher ed competitors  

and peers

•  The media

•  California and beyond

•  Prospective  
undergraduate students

•  Prospective graduate students

•  Prospective  
degree-completion students

•  Prospective transfer students

•  Prospective donors and partners

•  Influencers (parents, counselors, 
coaches, employers)

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

OUR UNIVERSITY 
COMMUNITY OUR FRIENDS PROSPECTS THE PUBLIC
WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Current students and families

• Faculty

• Staff

• Administration

• Trustees

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Alumni

•  Donors

•  City of Redlands and  
other campus regions

•  Employers and partners

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Prospective undergraduate students

•  Prospective graduate students

•  Prospective degree-completion 
students

•  Prospective transfer students

•  Prospective donors and partners

•  Influencers (parents, counselors, 
coaches, employers)

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Higher ed competitors and peers

•  The media

•  California and beyond

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  That they’re an integral part of the  
University of Redlands story 

•  That they are the University’s most  
important ambassadors 

•  That it’s important to recognize  
the past, but the focus should be  
on our future 

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  That we will honor the heritage of the  
past while planning for the future

•  That we will adapt to changes 
 in the world

•  That their support is critical to the 
University’s success

•  The stories of people who make  
the University great 

•  That they are a part of our  
community and our story

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  What makes the University distinctive

•  The value of a Redlands degree and why  
it’s worth the investment 

•  That a degree from the University  
of Redlands is accessible, affordable,  
and attainable

•  Why they would succeed at Redlands  
and the support that the University 
offers for all students 

•  Alumni outcomes 

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  How the University is improving the  
lives of its students and its community

•  That Redlands offers academic 
excellence throughout California 

•  That the accomplishments of the 
University, its students, and its  
alumni are making a difference

•  That the University continues to  
make meaningful progress 

WHAT’S THEIR ROLE? 

•  Advocate for Redlands and  
its brand story

•  Understand how to tell the  
University’s story consistently

•  Share their personal  
success stories

WHAT’S THEIR ROLE? 

•  Be passionate brand champions

•  Tell the brand story

•  Share their stories

•  Give their time, talent,  
and treasure to the University

•  Connect with, mentor, and hire  
Redlands students and grads 

WHAT’S THEIR ROLE? 

•  Identify the University as a  
top-choice institution

•  Take the next step  
(visit, apply, enroll, etc.)

•  Recommend Redlands and recruit  
best-fit students (counselors,  
coaches, and employers)

WHAT’S THEIR ROLE? 

•  Recognize the University’s 
impact and value 

•  See the University as a leading  
academic institution both in and  
outside of California 

•  Understand the diverse learning 
landscape offered at Redlands

•  Elevate the University’s reputation in 
their minds and influence others

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Audiences
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Positioning SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Our positioning is a statement 

that encapsulates who we are 

and what we stand for; it’s the 

impression that we want to leave 

with every person who interacts 

with Redlands. Everything we do 

should reinforce this position. 

The positioning is the most 

concise version of our message 

and helps distinguish us from  

our peers.

Where access and 
opportunity come 
together to inspire 
meaningful lives.

This positioning is authentic across the diverse audiences 
the University serves, and it’s distinct among Redlands’ peers.
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Message map
Our messaging expands on our 
positioning so that we can tell a holistic 
story about Redlands and focus that 
story depending on our audience. 
To organize our messages, we use a 
framework called a message map.
 

The CORE MESSAGE focuses on the  

promise that we make to our audiences, 

primarily prospective students. This 

core message should be reflected in the 

experiences that audiences have with 

Redlands at every opportunity. 

The SECONDARY MESSAGES draw on  

specifics to communicate how we deliver  

on these aspects of the University.

The SUPPORTING POINTS are specific ways 

or proof points for how we deliver on our 

secondary messages. (These ideas can 

evolve over time.) 

Overall, our messages are divided into 

ATTRIBUTES and BENEFITS, with attributes 

on the top and benefits on the bottom. 

Attributes are the tangible things we offer 

our audiences, and the benefits answer the 

question “So why does that matter?” By 

leading with benefits in our communications, 

we can help our audiences understand what’s 

in it for them.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Core attribute

Attribute Attribute

Benefit Benefit

Core Benefit

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

CORE MESSAGE 
University of Redlands’ 

differentiated core 

message
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Message map
Our message map organizes 
our story into three pillars: 
academic distinction, individual 
growth, and community impact. 
Academic distinction is about the 

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

the drive to apply 
learning on and 

 off campus

practical skills to 
navigate an  

ever-changing 
world

purposeful 
leadership 

programs and 
opportunities

personal  
autonomy 

engaged faculty, 
staff, and mentors 
who connect the 

classroom to  
real-world issues

 pride in building 
something 
meaningful 

 interdisciplinary 
study and practice

the ability to 
connect seemingly 

disparate ideas

dedication 
to caring for 

individuals and 
their success

a consistent  
support network 

the empowering 
integration  

of service and 
learning 

an understanding 
of diverse 

perspectives 
beyond one’s own

a commitment 
to ensuring that 

students can learn 
in a creative  

way that’s best  
for them

a sense of  
personal 

accomplishment

guidance that fuels 
students to pursue 

their passions

freedom to  
explore and 
experiment 

a University-wide 
commitment  
to bettering  

the world 

the initiative to 
take an active 
role in shaping 
communities,  

large and small

preparing professionals who are ready  
to excel in work and life

an engaging, personalized intellectual journey

cultivating agency and helping students 
uncover their full potential

an open environment that promotes  
self-discovery and leadership

shaping responsible and empathetic citizens who 
understand that they’re a part of something bigger

an active, socially conscious community

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION INDIVIDUAL GROWTH COMMUNITY IMPACT

Attributes:
What we offer  
(the give)

In order to…
Benefits:
Why it matters  
(the get)

a welcoming environment where access and  
opportunity come together

equip individuals to build a better future for  
themselves and those around them

CORE MESSAGE

The University of  
Redlands provides…

intellectual journey at Redlands, 
individual growth is about personal 
transformation, and community 
impact is about action and 
engagement with the world around 

us. These three topics are central 
to our story, and the message map 
helps us organize our attributes and 
benefits under each of these themes.
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Using the 
Message Map

Our message map is a hierarchy 
for selecting messages, but it’s 
not the starting point for crafting 
content. To get the most out of 
the map, follow these four steps.

DETERMINE YOUR AUDIENCE AND OBJECTIVE 

Identify whom you need to reach before you decide what to say. 
Be as specific as you can, because people won’t care what you 
have to say unless you say something that matters to them.

DETERMINE THE ATTRIBUTE

Consult the map to align your topic with specific attributes. 
When possible, connect supporting points with a secondary 
message to strengthen your point.

DETERMINE THE BENEFIT

Once you’ve established that your topic links to a brand 
attribute, you need to identify the benefit or benefits.  
In many cases, your audience cares more about the benefit 
than the attribute.

CRAFT YOUR CONTENT

You’ll want to ensure that your content has a focus—say one
thing and say it well. Any supporting benefits should act as
talking points complemented by the facts, data, and proof
points of your topic.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     
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Personality
Personality is what 
humanizes our brand. 
These characteristics and 
qualities define the way our 
communications should 
look and feel. These traits 
shape every part of the 
Redlands brand.

University communications should look, feel, and sound:

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

REMARKABLE
Uncommon, courageous, 
creative

CURIOUS
Knowledgeable, inspired,  
open-minded

KIND
Compassionate, friendly, 
encouraging

DETERMINED
Conscientious, active, 
purposeful

AUTHENTIC
Honest, sincere,  
trustworthy

INCLUSIVE
Welcoming, supportive, 
empathetic

Note: These personality words do 
not all need to be expressed at 
once. Think about the audience 
you’re targeting and how you 
want that communication to feel. 
Focus on the personality words 
that you think would resonate 
best with that audience. 
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2Voice  
& tone

In the simplest terms, our message is what 

we say, and our voice is how we say it. 

Still, it’s practically impossible to separate 

the two. They must always be true to one 

another. And it’s through our tone—informed 

by our brand personality traits and based 

on our creative platform—that the Redlands 

voice takes shape, expressing who we are in 

a way that’s remarkably ours. 

↓
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Creative 
narrative

Our master brand narrative 
communicates what we do 
and our attitude as we do 
it. In other words, it’s what 
happens when our brand 
positioning meets our 
brand voice. It serves as our 
internal rallying cry for the 
University of Redlands. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

Creative narrative
Breakdown

Our creative narrative is much 

more than poetic lines and powerful 

statements. Every piece and part 

serves a purpose tying back to 

our strong brand strategy and 

positioning. Take a closer look. 

→
This opening speaks to the 
remarkable and uncommon 
nature of Redlands. And 
although California’s warm 
climate and scenic landscape 
are worth noting, we want our 
audiences to know there is so 
much more to our story than 
just a beautiful main campus.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
Redlands is an open 
environment that promotes 
self-discovery and leadership, 
which helps students uncover 
their full potential. We value 
our unique journeys as 
individuals and cherish the 
growth that comes forth as  
a community.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
We exist at the intersection 
of access and opportunity, 
equipping individuals to 
build a better future for 
themselves and those around 
them. Opportunity is here for 
the taking.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
We celebrate and are 
strengthened by our many 
differences and ways of 
seeing the world. And 
although we come from all 
walks of life, there’s a shared 
drive, a kind demeanor, and 
a purposeful determination 
that brings us here and unites 
us in a shared experience. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
We challenge one another 
to become our best selves, 
and we understand that is 
different for each individual. 
At Redlands, we’re lifted up 
by a legacy built by those 
who came before us,  
and we’re empowered to 
make our own mark in our 
own way. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
In our active, socially 
conscious community, we 
can become responsible 
and empathetic citizens. 
We understand that we’re 
part of something bigger, 
and we take pride in that. 
No matter where we go 
or what we do, we carry 
the ability to welcome 
opportunity with us.  

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
Our journeys further 
unfold because of the 
bountiful resources 
and opportunities that 
surround us. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands

→
This is our invitation 
to those who welcome 
opportunity. To discover 
what’s ahead and awaits 
them at Redlands.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONECreative narrative
Breakdown
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This pattern offers an easy way to connect 
headlines to the “Welcome Opportunity” platform.

EXAMPLES:
Welcome unexpected solutions.
Welcome new ventures.
Welcome lifelong friendships.
Welcome deeper meaning.
Welcome stronger communities.

There’s more to Redlands than meets the eye.  
Invite the reader to look closer and read further.

Shine the spotlight on the people who thrive at Redlands.

EXAMPLES:
The big-sky dreamers and heads-down go-getters.
The deep-sea philosophers and innovative tech junkies.
The empathetic leaders and proud business owners.

Welcome + [noun]

[Preposition] + [the first detail] 
and [the second detail]

[Adjective] + [person] and 
[adjective] + [person]

Constructing 
headlines

Good headlines are like good 
handshakes. Each one is an 
opportunity to reach out, grab 
hold, and make an impression. 
Here are some thought-starters 
for creating on-brand headlines 
that feel inspiring and inviting.

↓

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

WELCOME

THE EVERYWHERE AND IN BETWEEN

THE WHO AND HOW

EXAMPLES:
Beyond the brick and mortar.
Within the performance pieces and class discussions.
Under the spotlight and guided mentorship. 
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Writing tips
You can help readers feel more 
connected to the brand story 
by creating smart, compelling 
content. Here are a few tips to 
keep in mind as you write. 

→

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

TIP 1
MAKE IT EASY TO READ  
AND RELATE TO.

Vary the cadence of your 
writing. Mix short sentences 
with longer ones to avoid 
a repetitive feel. Check for 
rhythm and flow by reading 
aloud. Don’t be afraid to write 
like we speak. 

TIP 7
DON’T FORCE EXCITEMENT.

If the message isn’t something 
we’d yell, it doesn’t require 
an exclamation point. Even if 
we’re asking a student to apply. 
Inspire, then invite.

TIP 4
FOCUS ON ONE THING.

Emphasize a single message, and 
highlight why it’s important. If you 
include a long list of messages, 
your audience will either fail to 
retain what they’ve read or stop 
reading altogether.

TIP 2
MAKE IT WELCOMING  
AND PERSONAL.

Our writing uses “we” and “our” 
language to reinforce the idea 
of our inclusive community. But 
when speaking directly to an 
audience, be sure to engage on 
the personal level by using “you” 
and “your.”

TIP 8
INCORPORATE WHITE SPACE.

Your readers’ eyes need places  
to rest so that their brains can 
digest the information. Work  
with a designer to organize your 
content visually, making good  
use of white space.

TIP 5
GIVE THE READER 
SOMETHING TO DO.

If you want your readers to 
take action, be clear and 
direct. Read further, schedule 
a visit, apply now. Whatever 
the task, don’t assume they’ll 
know what you want.

TIP 3
MAKE NUMBERS MATTER.

Statistics and rankings aren’t 
the story: they exist to help 
drive the point home. The 
numbers can add to your 
message, but they should never 
take the place of it.

TIP 9
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE.

If you don’t identify the particular audience you’re trying to  
reach, you don’t have a good chance at reaching anyone. 
Remember, we can’t be everything to everyone all the time.  
Take time to understand each of your audience’s needs.

TIP 10
BYE, PASSIVE.  
HELLO, ACTIVE.

Remarkable things happen at 
Redlands. It’s time to make them 
known. Use an active voice to 
tell the world all about it. 

TIP 6
WRITE FOR THE PLATFORM.

For digital channels, content 
needs to be quick, easy to 
digest, current, and actionable. 
Think: economy of words. A long-
form piece, on the other hand, 
can do more storytelling.
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Voice and tone 
checklist

Does this relate to our creative 
narrative “Welcome Opportunity”?

Does it lead with benefits and  
pay them off with attributes?

Does it sound like something  
that someone with the University 
of Redlands’ personality traits 
would say?

When you read it out loud,  
does it sound even better?

Does it contain at least  
one key message?  
Does it contain too many?

So you’ve used the brand guide to 
craft a beautiful communications 
piece. Well done. Let the copy sit, then 
use this checklist to give it one more 
gut check. Or you can even use these 
questions as you’re writing.

↓

Does it get to the point quickly 
instead of burying the key message?

Do the headlines convey our voice 
instead of just labeling the content 
that follows?

Does the language move beyond 
merely stating the facts to reveal 
something bigger about the 
University of Redlands experience?

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The University of Redlands’ 

logo family diagram illustrates 

the hierarchy of the master 

brand and the sub-brands for 

each school. The main U of R 

logo is used for University-

wide communications, such as 

the Redlands.edu website and 

Och Tamale magazine, or for 

a publication that promotes 

more than one school—such 

as a grad fair flyer promoting 

all of our graduate programs 

to seniors in the College of 

Arts and Sciences. School 

logos are used for pieces 

that promote the individual 

school, such as a Redlands 

MBA program brochure for 

the School of Business. The 

main U of R logo accompanied 

by a unit signature for a 

center, institute, department, 

or office is available upon 

request. Please contact  

creative@redlands.edu.

Brand Architecture
Master brand and sub-brands
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The official University 
logo is the keystone 
of our visual identity 
program. 

The logo has two 
elements: a logo icon 
that consists of the letter 
“R” and a horizon and 
supporting logotype.  
The letter “R” is at the 
heart of the logo, and for 
good reason—the “R” in 
the local mountains and 
the “Dear Old U of R.” 
The adjacent horizon 
is meant to reflect our 
history as well as our 
future, and in a number 
of ways mirrors our 
environment. 

Master Brand Logo 

The current U of R logo was 

introduced in 2003 by Ron 

Stephany in partnership with 

The Lawlor Group. The colors 

were changed from red, grey, 

and black to maroon and black 

in 2015. A new University logo 

identity is being explored for 

possible launch in the future. 

STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO STYLE 3: ALTERNATE LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815 2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black 1-color:  100% Black

.25"

Keep a minimum of .25" space around logo.

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The distinctive outlined 
“R” may be used 
in print and digital 
communication materials. 
The graphic originated 
with Bulldog Athletics, 
and it particularly 
resonates with University 
alumni. It is NOT to be 
used in place of the 
University logo.

TRADITIONAL “R”

Color variations include maroon, 

black, grey (any shade), 

transparent, and white. 

The mosaic multi-colored “R” is only 

to be used by Diversity Initiatives 

and Campus Diversity and Inclusion. 
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

According to the 
University Archives, 
an official “seal” was 
adopted around 1911. 
Although it always 
included symbols typically 
associated with higher 
education (books, the 
rising or setting sun, 
mountains, and a cross),  
it has undergone changes 
throughout our history. 
The current version 
includes elements 
from the original and 
subsequent designs.

University Seal

The official University seal is 

reserved for official documents  

and is used at the discretion of  

the Office of the President and  

the Office of the Registrar  

(i.e., diplomas, transcripts, etc.).  

It is not to be used in place of  

the University logo.

 

Color variations include maroon, 

black, grey (any shade), and white. 
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4Visual
Language

We know that first impressions matter.  

Our visual language sets the tone for how 

people initially see Redlands, as well as how 

they recognize and remember us in the 

future. When these elements work together 

well, they strengthen our overall brand and 

distinguish us from everyone else.

↓

APPROACH ............................................. 32

COLOR ................................................... 33

TYPOGRAPHY ......................................... 42

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS  ..............................  53

PHOTOGRAPHY  .......................................  62



Approach
Our visual language 
contains four main 
components—type, 
photography, graphic 
elements, and color—
that make up our 
brand’s unique look.

TYPOGRAPHY GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

COLOR

PHOTOGRAPHY

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE

Recoleta
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

Hackney

Rift

ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

GT Pressura

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

GT Pressura Mono
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Color

Color is often the strongest association 

an audience has with a brand. Our colors 

can form strong emotional ties with 

our audiences, so it’s important to be 

consistent and build brand equity by using 

our palette correctly. 

↓

APPROACH ............................................ 34

PALETTES .............................................. 35

USAGE  ...................................................  40
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Approach
PRIMARY PALETTE

The primary color palette is rooted in the  

well-established Redlands maroon and grey.  

It also leans on a warm neutral hue and plenty of 

white.

WHITE AS A PRIMARY COLOR 
The color white is important to note in our brand.  
For our brand’s robust and darker colors to be effective, 
they need to be balanced with sufficient white space. 

SUPPORTING PALETTE

Our supporting palette is made up mostly of shades 

of grey and maroon. These colors tie back to our 

primary colors but offer some diversity and depth  

in our layouts. 

Blue tones complement Redlands Grey and contrast 

Redlands Maroon. They are built with grey tones so 

they pop in layout but aren’t too bright. 

ACCENT PALETTE

Our accent palette consists of bold and bright colors 

that should appear sparingly in our materials. These 

colors are excellent as tertiary options; we use them 

almost exclusively as accents.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 
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Redlands Maroon
PMS: 1815 C/U

RGB: 122, 36, 38

CMYK: 31, 92, 82, 35

HEX: 7A2426

Redlands grey
PMS: P 170-8 C/U

RGB: 128, 120, 118

CMYK: 58, 54, 54, 0

HEX: 807876

Neutral 
PMS: P 8-9 C/U

RGB: 237, 229, 210

CMYK: 0, 3, 14, 6

HEX: EDE5D2

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 
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Redlands Rich grey
PMS: 179-15 C/U

RGB: 40, 40, 40

CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 95

HEX: 282828

Redlands dark grey 
PMS: P 170-15 C/U

RGB: 71, 67, 66

CMYK: 58, 54, 54, 52

HEX: 474342

Redlands Light grey
PMS: P 170-1 C/U

RGB: 188, 181, 179

CMYK: 27, 25, 25, 0

HEX: BCB5B3

Redlands bright grey
PMS: P 169-1 C/U

RGB: 232, 229, 226

CMYK: 8, 7, 8, 0

HEX: E8E5E2

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 
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Rich maroon
PMS: 4975 C/U

RGB: 59, 0, 6

CMYK: 27, 90, 62, 83

HEX: 3B0006

Dark maroon
PMS: 490 C/U

RGB: 88, 14, 14

CMYK: 40, 81, 70, 51

HEX: 580E0E

Bright red
PMS: 187 C/U

RGB: 166, 25, 45

CMYK: 0, 100, 74, 26

HEX: A6192D

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 
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Bright Palm
PMS: 317 C/U

RGB: 179, 216, 218

CMYK: 25, 0, 10, 5

HEX: B3D8DA

Alder
PMS: 623 C/U

RGB: 154, 186, 181

CMYK: 40, 10, 27, 5

HEX: 9ABAB5

Blue palm
PMS: 7472 C/U

RGB: 87, 178, 178

CMYK: 61, 5, 28, 5

HEX: 57B2B2

camphor
PMS: 4203 C/U

RGB: 46, 73, 65

CMYK: 76, 38, 61, 60

HEX: 2E4941

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 
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Brockton
PMS: 140 C/U

RGB: 116, 83, 25

CMYK: 6, 43, 100, 58

HEX: 745319

Citrus
PMS: 144 C/U

RGB: 240, 140, 0

CMYK: 0, 49, 100, 0

HEX: F08C00

Sylvan
PMS: 2411 C/U

RGB: 29, 67, 20

CMYK: 80, 45, 100, 53

HEX: 1D4314

Memorial
PMS: 2001 C/U

RGB: 248, 229, 154

CMYK: 0, 2, 44, 0

HEX: F8E59A

Coral
PMS: 1797 C/U

RGB: 207, 51, 57

CMYK: 12, 94, 84, 5

HEX: CF3339

Light
PMS: 116 C/U

RGB: 255, 200, 0

CMYK: 0, 20, 98, 0

HEX: FFC800

Orange tree
PMS: 1595 C/U

RGB: 222, 96, 27

CMYK: 9, 76, 100, 0

HEX: DE601B

Eucalyptus
PMS: 374 C/U

RGB: 194, 231, 107 

CMYK: 23, 0, 69, 3

HEX: C2E76B

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
39
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By leading with our institutional 
colors, we celebrate our 
pride and draw on their brand 
recognition. Redlands Maroon, 
Redlands Grey, and our neutral 
colors should be dominant in 
most layouts. The supporting 
colors should play a secondary 
role. Accent colors should rarely 
be predominant in any layout. 

→

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR Usage

65%
PRIMARY 
PALETTE
Official 
Redlands 
school colors 
and neutrals

25%
SUPPORTING 
PALETTE
Shades and 
tints of the 
official school 
colors, plus  
blue tones

10%
ACCENT 
PALETTE
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COLOR COMBINATIONSHere’s a selection of sample 
color groupings that create 
different tones and moods. 
These could be used to connect 
with different audiences for 
different goals. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 

Spirited and bright Smart and friendly

Spirited and traditional Traditional and sophisticated Welcoming and energetic

Welcoming and creativeBright and warm

Traditional and trustworthy
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Typography

Because our communications need to 

reach and connect with very different 

audiences, we use several unique 

typefaces that work together to bring our 

story to life. Each has its own strengths, 

so use the following section to guide 

your typographic choices. 

↓

APPROACH ............................................. 43

TYPEFACES ............................................ 44

TYPESETTING  ........................................  48

USAGE .....................................................  50
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Typography
Approach

Hackney
RIFT
Recoleta
GT Pressura

GT Pressura Mono

HEADLINES

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS,  
LARGER BODY COPY

SUBHEADS, LARGER BODY COPY, BODY 
COPY, CALLOUTS

CALLOUTS, NAVIGATION

Our typefaces capture 
all the sides of Redlands; 
used together they are an 
essential part of telling 
our story.

Our typeface collection has 

considerable flexibility and 

variety. This guide will show you 

how these typefaces can be 

combined to create dynamic and 

diverse layouts. 

Contact creative@redlands.edu  

for access to the official 

University of Redlands licensed 

typeface collection.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 
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VECTOR SVG

Display
Typeface

Hackney’s creative, raw nature 
feels modern and sophisticated 
because of its condensed, 
geometric nature.

Hackney is an extremely expressive,  

hand-painted typeface designed by  

Ellen Luff in the U.K. This typeface is 

appropriate for any moment where we 

want to highlight Redlands’ authentic  

and uncommon nature.

NOTE ON SVG 
Hackney’s full range is possible in the SVG format, 
which fully expresses its brushed imperfections. 
SVG fonts are a newer format that allows for a 
range of details and textures not possible before. 
Hackney SVG maintains all the definition of the 
real painted strokes as a transparent texture, 
giving a hyper-real, hand-painted effect. Hackney 
is an all-caps font, and the SVG version includes 
alternatives for every letter, to maintain the 
custom-made look, without obvious doubles. It 
also includes 50 extra hand-painted strokes in 
the same style.

The alternate for Hackney is:

 
This is a free font for documents created in 
Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, etc.). 
This font is available on most PCs and Macs; no 
download is required. Requires Microsoft Office 
16.40 or newer.

Hackney
abcdefghi 
jklmnopq 
rstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
!?$&#@/[(;”.

  →

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

ARIAL NOVA CONDENSED 
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Display
Typeface

Rift is a companion typeface to 
Hackney. It shares many of the 
same letterforms, and it’s only 
available in uppercase. Use Rift 
for headlines when you need a 
cleaner, more polished option.

Rift is a sans-serif typeface designed by 

Mattox Shuler in 2016. It’s inspired by the 

geometric type on vintage sci-fi posters. 

The Rift family is available in five weights 

with matching italics, as well as a soft 

style that features rounded corners. 

The alternate for Rift is:

 
This is a free font for documents created in 
Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, etc.). 
This font is available on most PCs and Macs; no 
download is required. Requires Microsoft Office 
16.40 or newer.

Rift
Rift
Rift
Rift

Rift
Rift
Rift
Rift

Rift
Rift

abcdefghi 
jklmnopq 
rstuvwxyz 
0123456789 
!?$&#@/[(;”.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

BOLD MEDIUM LIGHT

BOLD ITALIC MEDIUM ITALIC LIGHT ITALIC

DEMI REGULAR

DEMI ITALIC REGULAR ITALIC

ARIAL NOVA CONDENSED 
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Supporting
Typeface

Recoleta is a warm and 
welcoming serif with a lot of 
character. It isn’t stuffy but still 
feels academic. Use Recoleta 
to complement Hackney and 
Rift, and whenever we need to 
communicate more formally.

Our visual language will only use the 

semibold, medium, regular, and light 

weights of Recoleta. The other three 

weights should be avoided because 

they have a different look and feel 

than the ones in our toolkit. 

Recoleta 
Recoleta 
Recoleta
Recoleta

SEMIBOLD

MEDIUM

REGULAR

LIGHT

Recoleta was designed in Chile 

by Jorge Cisterna in 2018. It was 

inspired by popular 1970s typefaces 

and feels familiar, yet contemporary. 

The alternate for Recoleta is: 

California FB
This is a free font for documents created in 
Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, etc.). 
This font is available on most PCs and 
Macs; no download is required. Requires 
Microsoft Office 16.40 or newer.

AaBbCcDdEe 
FfGgHhIiJjKk 
LlMmNnOoPp 
QqRrSsTtUuVv 
WwXxYyZz 
0123456789 
!?$&#@/[(;”.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

Recoleta Medium  
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

Recoleta Regular con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

Recoleta Semibold 
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

Recoleta Light con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.
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GT Pressura Mono
GT Pressura Mono
GT Pressura Mono

GT Pressura Mono
GT Pressura Mono
GT Pressura Mono

Body
Typeface

GT Pressura is both readable  
and distinctive making it 
accessible, welcoming, and the 
perfect body copy typeface  
for Redlands.

GT Pressura
GT Pressura
GT Pressura

GT Pressura
GT Pressura
GT Pressura

BOLD

BOLD

BOLD ITALIC

BOLD ITALIC

REGULAR

REGULAR

REGULAR  ITALIC

REGULAR ITALIC

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT ITALIC

LIGHT ITALIC

AaBbCcDdEe 
FfGgHhIiJjKk 
LlMmNnOoPp 
QqRrSsTtUuVv 
WwXxYyZz 
0123456789 
!?$&#@/[(;”.

AaBbCcDdEe 
FfGgHhIiJjKk 
LlMmNnOoPp 
QqRrSsTtUuVv 
WwXxYyZz 
0123456789 
!?$&#@/[(;”.

GT Pressura is inspired by metal type 

printing history and simulates ink 

spreading under pressure. It appears 

wider, warmer, and rounder then many  

body copy typefaces in the digital age. 

It was designed by Marc Kappeler and 

Dominik Huber in 2012.

Monospaced fonts appear to be 

technical or analytic because they 

are commonly used by chemists, 

programmers, and engineers who use 

letters as symbols rather than text. 

GT Pressura Mono is not readable in 

long paragraphs of body copy but adds 

attitude to call-outs and short small 

paragraphs of copy. 

The alternate for GT Pressura is: 

 
This is a free font for documents created 

in Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, 

etc.). It is available on most PCs and 

Macs; no download is required. Requires 

Microsoft Office 16.40 or newer.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

Daytona 
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Typesetting

Leading Line spacing, called leading, is critical to 

setting professional-looking type that’s 

easy to read. When setting type, use 

your best judgment based on this guide. HACKNEY  
SHOULD HAVE  
TIGHT LINE  
SPACING.

RIFT SHOULD 
HAVE TIGHT 
LINE SPACING.

GT Pressura should have line spacing that 
is slightly looser than average, usually 1 
to 3 points more than the default.

GT Pressura Mono should have line 

spacing that is slightly looser than 

average, usually 1 to 3 points more 

than the default.

Hackney leading looks best 
with leading set much 
tighter than the default. 
For this typeface, use your 
eye to leave a thin space 
between lines. Don’t worry 
about the ratio of point size 
to leading; when it looks 
right, it will be significantly 
off from the default. 

Rift leading also looks best 
with leading set much tighter 
than the default. Again, use 
your eye to leave a thin space 
between lines. Don’t worry 
about the ratio; when it looks 
right, it will be significantly 
off from the default. 

50 pt. text, 40 pt. leading

48 pt. text, 40 pt. leading

18 pt. text, 24 pt. leading

12 pt. text, 16 pt. leading

11 pt. text, 15 pt. leading

Recoleta leading should be set 
much looser than the default, 
especially at smaller sizes. 
For headlines, the default may 
be right. Our visual language 
prioritizes accessibility, and loose 
leading makes Recoleta more 
readable. 

GT Pressura leading should be set 
slightly looser than the default 
for our purposes. Generally, 1 to 
3 points more than the default 
works well.

GT Pressura Mono leading should 
be set slightly looser than 
the default for our purposes. 
Generally, 1 to 3 points more  
than the default works well.

Recoleta should have loose 
line spacing. This example 
shows 18 over 24 points.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 
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Typesetting

Tracking Correct letter-spacing, called tracking, also helps to make 

the type easy to read. Always use optical kerning, and 

rely on your best judgment when tracking text or kerning 

characters, based on this guide. 

HACKNEY 

RIFT USES 
DEFAULT 
TRACKING

GT Pressura should be tracked  
out slightly or about 10 to 20 
points more than the default.

Hackney is usually 
acceptable at the default 
tracking, but it may need 
to be tracked out a bit, 
depending on scale.

Rift is also usually 
acceptable at the default 
tracking, but again, it may 
need to be tracked in or 
out a bit, depending on 
scale.

75 pt. text, optical kerning, default tracking

59 pt. text, optical kerning, default tracking

21 pt. text, optical kerning, default tracking

12 pt. text, optical kerning, +20 pt. tracking

12 pt. text, optical kerning, -30 pt. tracking

Recoleta is usually acceptable 
at the default tracking, but it 
may need to be tracked out a bit, 
depending on scale.

GT Pressura should be tracked 
out slightly from the default. 
Usually about 10 to 20 points.

GT Pressura Mono should be 
tracked in about 30 to 40 points 
to counteract the super-wide 
monospace default.

Recoleta should use 
the default tracking.

GT Pressura Mono should be 
tracked in about 30 to 40 
points from the default.
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Combining
Typefaces

Our typefaces work in a 
variety of visual hierarchies. 
This guide provides some 
examples of how to combine 
type in different variations. 

Here is  
where things 
are possible.

It’s a shared state of mind that you won’t find 

anywhere else. One that’s curious, open, and 

driven by nature. Here, you’re free to start 

where you are and then venture further.  

To explore new studies and fields alongside 

dedicated faculty and mentors. Look beyond 

what’s been done. Discover what you can do. 

Embrace what’s possible.

At the University 
of Redlands, you’ll 
find the space to 
think, to try, and 
to imagine. 

Things like growth,  
progress, and change.

HEADLINE
Hackney 
60pt/50pt

HEADLINE
GT Pressura 
Bold 
16pt/22pt

SUBHEAD
Recoleta
Medium
22pt/27pt

SUBHEAD
Recoleta
Medium
11pt/15pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Bold
8pt/10pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Bold
11pt/15pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/13pt

Moest illoribus am a consequ 
idemo luptur rem aut am sapis 
nullation repra zudre shigh omni.

Take your studies to 
greater heights with 
leadership programs, 
certificates, service 
trips, and more.

Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam isim 
inctem que endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic.
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Our curriculum is open. That means we’re 

committed to teaching students in a way 

that’s best for them. We’ve got a list of 

majors and minors to get you started. 

However, we encourage you to add to it. 

Des dolupta tibuscia dis as eicia pa que 

evendelenda que qui occaess imenistiorat 

unt am velliqu iatecat invendus mi, sunti 

dento vent molorep erfero volore volupta 

alisimusa dolore platureprae pla aut et 

lautem sundi reperem. Ratenit imus, et 

a quid minveni nam fugiae pa vendipsam 

quide quos et, ipsam id quias.

Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

↑

Gaelan Harmon 
Walker ’12

"Ut quia 
verovitatur, 

verent dolorup 
taquis eaque 

quodi doluptis  
andi imaximusae." 

“Ucidebit quis delit ad que 
volut quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis abore lab 
isquas dolupturest, cus num 
fugiae volut ratibuscient 
quam aborenim.”

Sophia Kendell ’09 BFA

The big-sky dreamers  
and the heads-down  
go-getters.

22
quis dest sequi 
dus prae nonse.

Combining
Typefaces

HEADLINE
Rift 
Bold 
50pt/43pt

HEADLINE
Hackney 
52pt/43pt

LARGE BODY
GT Pressura
Regular 
13pt/19pt

HEADLINE
Recoleta
Regular 
20pt/23pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/14pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Bold
9pt/12pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Regular
9pt/12pt

QUOTE
GT Pressura Mono
Bold 
8pt/11pt

STATISTIC 
GT Pressura Mono
Bold 
45pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Bold 
8pt/11pt

Combine Rift Bold and Hackney 
to emphasize part of a headline.

↓
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Nobit, ut ullestrum re sed eum quasitet quas sitatias 

iunt volorion et voluptae vel ius di as aut que restrum 

eate que maio. Menis et raeseque sinis dolluptat 

peri liciumq uatempor secae sum quiatem oluptatur, 

acestrum et, abo. Atquasp ellandae maioeque inciet.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

Like you, they need the space 
to venture further and allow 
ideas to expand. 

The big-sky 
dreamers and global 
philosophers never 
could be confined to 
a singular path. 

Combining
Typefaces

In special instances, the typical 
hierarchy can be reversed, and 
Recoleta can work as a headline 
with Rift as the subhead.

↓

↑
In other instances, Rift and GT Pressura 
can be combined as headline and 
subhead, to bring out a different 
quality in the two typefaces. 

HEADLINE
Recoleta
Medium
31pt/33pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Bold
10pt/13pt

SUBHEAD
Rift  
Bold
22pt/24pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/15pt

INVITE INNOVATIVE 
THINKING. 21ST CENTURY    
 LEADERSHIP SPEAKER SERIES

HEADLINE 
Rift
Bold
33pt/29pt

SUBHEAD 
GT Pressura Mono
Regular
16pt/19pt
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Our graphic elements are inspired by the 

textures, shapes, and styles of Redlands’ 

campuses. Rooted in warmth, these 

expressive visual components work together 

to tell complicated and layered stories. In 

this way, they reflect the work we are doing 

at the University of Redlands. 

↓

APPROACH ............................................ 54

DUOTONES ............................................ 55

TEXTURED SHAPES ................................  57

ARROWS ................................................ 60

BEST PRACTICES ...................................  61

Graphic 
elements
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Duotones. Our library of duotone cutouts 
consists of major landmarks on our main 
campus, symbols of our University, and 
symbols of our spirit and pride. 

Textured Shapes. Our brand has a library of 
textured shapes that are made for layering. 
These shapes can be created in any of our 
brand colors using a library of base shapes 
and base textures. 

Arrows. This small but useful graphic element 
can help connect blocks of copy to each other 
or to images. The arrows are glyphs included 
in the GT Pressura type family.

Approach
→

Our graphic elements offer a  
way to differentiate the 
University of Redlands from 
our peers. When we use them 
appropriately, they create energy 
and depth as part of a visual 
system that’s unique to us.

Think of the suite of graphic elements 

as a toolbox for creating layouts and 

compositions in our brand. No project 

will use all the items in the toolbox, 

but most projects should use some 

of them. Trust your eye. If it feels too 

busy, it probably is.

WHITE SPACE should be considered 

the fifth graphic element in our 

toolbox. Our layouts are strengthened 

by a balance between bold, expressive 

elements and white space. White 

space doesn’t always have to be 

white: It can be any color field without 

typography, graphic elements, or 

photography. 
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FPO
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duotones
Our duotones library will grow 
to include all symbols of our 
University, spirit, and pride.  

It also includes profiles of 
individuals and groups that we 
can use in duotones for editorial 
situations. Our library grows to 
accommodate whatever subject 
we want to feature. 

Duotones are used as a graphic 
element by cutting out the 
subject of an image and 
exporting it with a transparent 
background. Duotones can 
be used as solid objects or 
multiplied to be transparent. 

In most cases, our duotones are 
used in shades of maroon, but 
any color from our palette may 
be used in creating a duotone.
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↑
Duotones of people are only as strong 
as the original picture. Choose images 
with a clear subject, and don’t be 
afraid to include other elements of the 
foreground that the subject might be 
interacting with.

↑
Duotones can combine multiple brand colors 
to create dynamic layered elements.
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duotones  
in useWe use duotone cutouts in 

a number of different ways. 
Several of them can appear 
together as a collection, 
or they can stand alone, to 
accent a section of copy or 
connect a headline with an 
image. Shown here are a few 
examples of how duotone 
cutouts can interact with the 
other elements of our visual 
language to create dynamic 
and warm compositions. 
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EXPLORE MORE

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Welcome  
new connections.
UNIVERSITY OF 
REDLANDS

Welcome  
a new sound.
UNIVERSITY OF 
REDLANDS

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

EXPLORE MORE

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

University of Redlands School of Education → education@redlands.com → 214 231 3421

Learning 
isn’t  
always 
linear. Look beyond the  

lesson plan. Welcome 
all learning styles.
University of Redlands 
School of Education

↑
Duotone cutouts are also great for layering with 
photography. This technique allows us to use two 
images in a small composition without overloading 
the viewer, because the duotone image is stripped 
of color and background.

↑
Duotone cutouts can also draw the eye to a 
section of text and help the viewer navigate 
the hierarchy of a composition. Choose 
simple duotones for paragraph markers so 
that they’re readable at smaller sizes.
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Textured 
shapesTextured shapes are inspired 

by the arches, rooftops, 
patterns, and textures of the 
California architecture on our 
campuses. By combining their 
geometric simplicity with 
organic, distressed textures, 
we create a beautiful symbol 
for Redlands’ creativity and 
authenticity. 

Textures can affect the 
whole shape or just one or 
two edges. Use our library 
of base shapes and textures 
to experiment and develop 
specific textured shapes for 
any composition. 
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↑
Multiply textured shapes and combine them 
with duotones and photography to create 
layered compositions like this example.
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UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Our curriculum is open. 
That means we’re 
committed to teaching 
students in a way that’s 
best for them. We’ve 
got a list of majors and 
minors to get you started. 
However, we encourage 
you to add to it. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

05— 06

Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

“Ucidebit quis 
delit ad que volut 
quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis 
abore lab isquas 
dolupturest, cus 
num fugiae volut 
ratibuscient quam 
aborenim.”

Sophia Kendell ’09 
BFA vero eaquam 
sum qui duscum is 
samus quam

Ovidelent, comni solume porecearcit 
esequi site di omni volluptus voluptae. 
Intis netur? Everum inciisquis sus aut 
odite non re pore santium auta doloribus 
dolut ut velest, cus quia doloribusto 
conse res ut officitatus.

Ovidel ius, voloruptat ratem verorerum 
volumquis mi, eium is etus quiscil invel in 
nitae volo exerum ipsum et as aut quod 
ut et molorit reperis doluptaspe imi, vel 
id maiori dolorio rrorias ma eum endem 
vollitat am faciatur modicim olupictus 
quam, voluptatius, utate volecto blam.

The big-sky dreamers 
and the heads-down  
go-getters.

←
Professor Mary Abdori 

andemoditate et modi ut 
quat pel expedit endus 

utem quiatum quo veliqui 
dent perisitae ellaborum 

Sophia Kendell ’09 
 ut parchil inctur, sime 
nonsed untiand itasperit 
adita vendam rem. Minis 
magnimus nonsequatia 

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker ’12
 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 

eaque quodi doluptis aut 
andi imaximusae. Itas 

moluptae nonsequamus poris 
estium quate et vercien 
iminctoribus minctor.

22
quis dest sequi dus 
prae nonse idesed

98%
of students receive 

financial aid

12:1
faculty-student ratio

Textured 
shapes in useTextured shapes can also be 

used to accent a section of 
copy or connect a headline 
with an image. Shown here 
are a few examples of how 
textured shapes can interact 
with the other elements in 
our visual language to add 
depth and softness to a 
composition. Often we set 
textured shapes in the colors 
of the supporting and accent 
palettes because they serve 
more of a contributing role in 
a composition.
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←
Textured shapes are great for 
layering, but they can also be 
employed for navigation. Use them 
at small scales to call out a page 
number or a smaller block of copy. 

↓

Textured shapes can also be used 
in reverse, knocking out fields of 
color to white. The textured line 
is a very flexible graphic element; 
use it to divide a composition and 
move the eye across the page.

↓

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Graduate 
School of 
Theology 

THERE IS 
MORE HERE 
THAN MEETS 
THE EYE.

Here, you’ll find solid 
footing. And stand on 
common ground.

You’ll discover what 
you’re truly capable  
of, because so much 
more is within reach. 
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How to make 
Textured shapes
1. Choose a shape and a texture.

2. Import the shape and the 
texture into Adobe Illustrator.

3. Open the transparency panel 
and select the shape object. 
Select “Make Mask”; the opacity 
mask box should turn white. 
Select the texture layer and copy 
it so that it’s in your pasteboard. 
Paste the texture object into the 
shape, with the opacity mask box 
selected, and you should see the 
texture masking the shape. 

4. Export the new textured  
shape as an .eps or .png file with  
a transparent background. 

ROOFTOP

TEXTURED MARKS

TEXTURED FIELD
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CIRCLE

DOME

ARC
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Arrows

Arrows  
in use

Our arrows are glyphs from the  
GT Pressura type family. 

To find the arrows, open the glyph 
panel in InDesign and double-click 
to add them to live text. 
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We use arrows to directly 
connect copy with an image or 
additional copy. Arrows literally 
move the eye to where they are 
pointing. They may also be used 
as bullet points in short lists.

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

We take pride in 
building a better 
future. Both for 
ourselves and  
those around us.

Find solid footing  
and stand on  
common ground.

07— 08

STUDY ABROAD 

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. →

JOHN IPSUM

Nullania ea cum 
aspernati cus mod 
quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec 
usdant volut.

Class of 2020

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB 

Ivastra, cullessimil 
utemque ad caestiaL. 
Rortili issatrore in 
satquius iamdii facia 
verio, publium, noc tam 
firi pra ducit aus, neque 
nos, centeru nulibunum 
factellatre qua.
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UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Our curriculum is open. 
That means we’re 
committed to teaching 
students in a way that’s 
best for them. We’ve 
got a list of majors and 
minors to get you started. 
However, we encourage 
you to add to it. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

05— 06

Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

“Ucidebit quis 
delit ad que volut 
quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis 
abore lab isquas 
dolupturest, cus 
num fugiae volut 
ratibuscient quam 
aborenim.”

Sophia Kendell ’09 
BFA vero eaquam 
sum qui duscum is 
samus quam

Ovidelent, comni solume porecearcit 
esequi site di omni volluptus voluptae. 
Intis netur? Everum inciisquis sus aut 
odite non re pore santium auta doloribus 
dolut ut velest, cus quia doloribusto 
conse res ut officitatus.

Ovidel ius, voloruptat ratem verorerum 
volumquis mi, eium is etus quiscil invel in 
nitae volo exerum ipsum et as aut quod 
ut et molorit reperis doluptaspe imi, vel 
id maiori dolorio rrorias ma eum endem 
vollitat am faciatur modicim olupictus 
quam, voluptatius, utate volecto blam.

The big-sky dreamers 
and the heads-down  
go-getters.

←
Professor Mary Abdori 

andemoditate et modi ut 
quat pel expedit endus 

utem quiatum quo veliqui 
dent perisitae ellaborum 

Sophia Kendell ’09 
 ut parchil inctur, sime 
nonsed untiand itasperit 
adita vendam rem. Minis 
magnimus nonsequatia 

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 

eaque quodi doluptis aut 
andi imaximusae. Itas 

moluptae nonsequamus poris 
estium quate et vercien 
iminctoribus minctor.

22
quis dest sequi dus 
prae nonse idesed

98%
of students receive 

financial aid

12:1
faculty-student ratio

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

←
Professor Mary Abdori

andemoditate et modi ut
quat pel expedit endus

utem quiatum quo veliqui
dent perisitae ellaborum.

Sophia Kendell ’09
ut parchil inctur, sime
nonsed untiand itasperit
adita vendam rem. Minis
magnimus nonsequatia

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker ’12 

Ut quia verovitatur,
verent dolorup taquis

eaque quodi doluptis aut
andi imaximusae. Itas

moluptae nonsequamus poris
estium quate et vercien
iminctoribus minctor.

best for them. We’ve

got a list of majors and

minors to get you started.

However, we encourage

you to add to it.
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Best  
practices

Use this guide when you are 
having doubts about the graphic 
elements you’re using and why.

1. MEANING

They should be rooted in significance.

2. HIERARCHY OR WAYFINDING

They should help a user navigate the  
communication or make it easier to use.

3. INTEREST

They should add to the communication  
and make it more entertaining.

IN THAT ORDER

These considerations are listed in strict order 
of importance. Graphic elements add visual 
interest to a communication, but they should 
always be useful, not merely decorative. 

Graphic elements should add:

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
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Photography

Photography is a key tool in conveying who 

we are and connecting with people in ways 

words can’t. Our photographs capture the 

essence of the University of Redlands to 

tell a richer, more comprehensive story.

↓

APPROACH ............................................. 63

DUOTONES ............................................. 69

DESATURATED AND WARM  ....................  70

BEST PRACTICES .....................................  71
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FPO

Our approach to education is 
human-centered, authentic, 
and welcoming, so our 
photography approach is  
as well.

↓

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY INCLUDES  
FIVE MAIN CATEGORIES:  
Remarkable locations 

Curious subjects 

Determined actions 

Welcoming portraits  

Uncommon details 

 
Note: There is—and should be—overlap 
between these categories. Location 
images can have people, portrait images 
can show actions, and so on. These 
categories exist to help guide photo 
shoots and organize the library.  

 

AND INCLUDES THREE STYLES:  
Bright and natural 

Bright and warm  

Desaturated and warm

Our styles are applicable to all of 

our categories; although some 

styles are more suited to some 

categories. Across all styles, our 

photos should have the most 

natural light possible and feel 

slightly warmer, rather than cooler.
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CATEGORIES

ST
YL
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Remarkable 
locations

Curious 
subjects

Determined 
actions

Welcoming 
portraits 

Uncommon 
details
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FPO
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FPO

FPO

FPO

FPO

Photography 
approach

Note: The University of Redlands does not own the 
rights to all of the images featured in this document. 
Photos marked with “FPO” appear here only to 
demonstrate style and composition. They are not 
available for official use.
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SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY CATEGORIESRemarkable 
locations

→
Photograph our remarkable 
locations, wherever they 
may be: Main Campus, Marin 
Campus, Burbank, San Diego, and 
beyond. Location photography 
is important in the classroom, in 
the field, and abroad. Redlands 
is remarkable for meeting its 
students where they are, and our 
locations are an important part 
of our story.

It’s important to showcase the 

beauty of our campuses as an asset, 

but make sure that the photos in 

this category relate to the content 

they’re used with. While photos 

without people can sometimes appear 

more beautiful, including people can 

help give a feel for the spirit of a 

space. When placing small text over 

an environmental photo, look for 

negative space, such as the sky or 

grass, or any other field of solid color. 
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Curious 
subjects

→
At Redlands, our people are all 
on an engaged, personalized, 
and intellectual journey. So 
capture situations where 
subjects look open-minded, 
collaborative, creative, smart, 
and prepared. 

The warm and welcoming nature 

of our students and faculty should 

come through in our photography 

whenever possible. Sometimes 

the best way to capture that 

is with a portrait in action. 

When photographing a specific 

subject, try to select a balance of 

styles, varying between closely 

framed portraits and wider shots 

that ground subjects in their 

environment. Remember to also 

select a balance in styles, from 

bright and natural to desaturated 

and warm.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY CATEGORIES
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Determined 
actions

→
Determined actions are what 
we’re studying; what we’re 
improving; and every inspired, 
open-minded moment.

As with curious subjects, this 

category is about capturing subjects 

in action. Photographs in this 

grouping focus more on capturing 

the action, situation, or happening 

than the person. These types of 

images are essential to telling the 

whole Redlands story because they 

help our audiences see themselves 

on our campuses and at our events. 

Remember to also select a balance 

in styles, from bright and natural to 

desaturated and warm.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY CATEGORIES
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Welcoming 
portraits

→
Portraits highlight the 
people at Redlands. They 
are an appropriate way to 
capture anyone who makes 
it happen: students, faculty, 
staff, alumni, community 
members, and everyone else in 
between. Redlands is inclusive, 
welcoming, and supportive, 
so our portraits feel kind and 
purposeful, even in an editorial 
scenario. Some instances 
do call for more serious 
poses, especially when the 
subject needs to appear more 
distinguished.

Note: To achieve the solid-color  
background photos, you don’t always need 
to use a studio and backdrop. Find a solid 
wall outdoors and capture the subject in 
natural light. 

FPO

FPO

FPO

FPO
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Uncommon
Details

→
An uncommon detail can be 
the corner of a classroom, 
the shadows on the tile, or 
the top of a tree. Redlands’ 
sincerity shines when we 
elevate the smaller things 
that inspire us. These 
shots help round out the 
experience of learning at 
Redlands. 

Detail shots can contribute to the 

feeling of a composition, whether 

that’s candid and casual or tightly 

controlled and art-directed. They 

can be used to showcase just 

about anything, from research 

and art projects to the beauty of 

our campus.

These photos are often closely 

cropped with a short depth 

of field (focused object in 

foreground, blurry background), 

but they can also include wide-

angle shots without a particular 

point of focus. With too many 

detail shots, a composition can 

become busy and unfocused, so 

use them primarily as accents.

FPO FPO FPO

FPO

FPO FPO FPO
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duotones
→

Duotones play a big role 
in our visual language. We 
use them to add depth and 
texture to our compositions. 
This effect can be applied in 
all of our photo categories. 
Duotones can elevate a story 
as a subtle accent. Use this 
guide to create new duotones 
from our images.

Note: Color plays an important role 
when creating a duotone. Carefully 
consider the subject in the image when 
selecting a color. For instance, never 
use eucalyptus green on a portrait. 

←
Take your image and 
convert it to grayscale. 
We are using Adobe 
Photoshop to create our 
duotones. 

←
Convert your grayscale 
image to a duotone in 
the Image Mode panel. 
Choose a primary color 
for your image and enter 
the appropriate “hex” 
value from the Redlands 
palette. Then set the 
second color to white.  
After you create the 
duotone, you can convert 
the image back to the 
RGB or CMYK color mode, 
or save it as a .psd in the 
duotone color mode.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY

←
Our maroon color should never appear 
pink, to prevent this effect avoid using 
bright red from the supporting palette 
or coral from the accent palette.
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desaturated
and warm

→
The desaturated and warm 
style adds a rich layer of 
depth and character to our 
photography set. This nuanced 
use of contrast and tone can 
help elevate our imagery. 

To create a uniform library 
of images in this style, use 
Adobe Lightroom. Once you 
have opened your photo in 
Lightroom, load the amber 
preset. Images may vary 
depending on where they were 
taken and the lighting used. 
Adjust the saturation levels 
once the preset is applied. 
Always err on the side of 
warmer tones rather than 
cooler tones.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY
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Focus. Use a short depth of field and 
selective focus on tight and medium 
shots. Avoid motion blur.

Framing. Use large amounts of 
negative space when you know  
an image will need to accommodate  
the overlay of text in layouts.  
Avoid framing shots at odd or 
unnatural angles.

Subject. The ideal photos capture 
candid, authentic moments. Avoid 
overly posed or staged images. 
Subjects do not always need to be 
looking at the camera.

Markers. Avoid capturing outside 
brand logos on clothing, signs, and 
the like. If this can’t be controlled, it 
should be minimized when possible.

Lighting. Bright, natural, directional 
light is always preferred. Studio 
lighting should be subtle. The results 
can be desaturated and warm or 
bright and soft. 

Variety. Photograph several options 
for focus and framing to help build a 
strong library. For example: selective 
focus vs. full focus; short, medium, 
and wide framing options.

Abstraction. In our photography 
style, objects, spaces, and 
architecture on campus can be 
captured in a more abstract manner. 
Try focusing on the details and 
nuances rather than the entire 
structure.

Best practices
→

These style notes are a general 
guide to creating new photos for 
our library. Keep these issues 
in mind to achieve the types of 
images we are looking for in our 
communications. Some specific 
instances may break from these 
directives, but for general images 
that represent the University, 
follow these practices. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY
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5Bringing 
it to life

Use these examples as idea-generators for 

bringing our story to life and conveying who 

we are effectively and uniquely. 

↓



Admissions  
piece

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

There’s 
more 
Here 

Than 
Meets 

The eye. 
To those who embrace 
what’s possible, this 
is your invitation.

→

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Admissions  
piece

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS FIND YOUR PLACE ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

Here is  
where things 
are possible.

It’s a shared state of 
mind that you won’t find 
anywhere else. One that’s 
curious, open, and driven 
by nature. Here, you’re free 
to start where you are and 
then venture further.  

To explore new studies and 
fields alongside dedicated 
faculty members and 
mentors. Look beyond 
what’s been done. Discover 
what you can do. Embrace 
what’s possible.

At the University 
of Redlands, you’ll 
find the space to 
think, to try, and 
to imagine. 

Things like growth, 
progress, and change.

01— 02

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Admissions  
piece

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Our curriculum is open. 
That means we’re 
committed to teaching 
students in a way that’s 
best for them. We’ve 
got a list of majors and 
minors to get you started. 
However, we encourage 
you to add to it. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

05— 06

Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

“Ucidebit quis 
delit ad que volut 
quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis 
abore lab isquas 
dolupturest, cus 
num fugiae volut 
ratibuscient quam 
aborenim.”

Sophia Kendell ’09 
BFA vero eaquam 
sum qui duscum is 
samus quam

Ovidelent, comni solume porecearcit 
esequi site di omni volluptus voluptae. 
Intis netur? Everum inciisquis sus aut 
odite non re pore santium auta doloribus 
dolut ut velest, cus quia doloribusto 
conse res ut officitatus.

Ovidel ius, voloruptat ratem verorerum 
volumquis mi, eium is etus quiscil invel in 
nitae volo exerum ipsum et as aut quod 
ut et molorit reperis doluptaspe imi, vel 
id maiori dolorio rrorias ma eum endem 
vollitat am faciatur modicim olupictus 
quam, voluptatius, utate volecto blam.

The big-sky dreamers 
and the heads-down  
go-getters.

←
Professor Mary Abdori 

andemoditate et modi ut 
quat pel expedit endus 

utem quiatum quo veliqui 
dent perisitae ellaborum 

Sophia Kendell ’09 
 ut parchil inctur, sime 
nonsed untiand itasperit 
adita vendam rem. Minis 
magnimus nonsequatia 

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 

eaque quodi doluptis aut 
andi imaximusae. Itas 

moluptae nonsequamus poris 
estium quate et vercien 
iminctoribus minctor.

22
quis dest sequi dus 
prae nonse idesed

98%
of students receive 

financial aid

12:1
faculty-student ratio
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Admissions  
piece

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

We take pride in 
building a better 
future. Both for 
ourselves and  
those around us.

Find solid footing  
and stand on  
common ground.

07— 08

STUDY ABROAD 

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. →

JOHN IPSUM

Nullania ea cum 
aspernati cus mod 
quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec 
usdant volut.

Class of 2020

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB 

Ivastra, cullessimil 
utemque ad caestiaL. 
Rortili issatrore in 
satquius iamdii facia 
verio, publium, noc tam 
firi pra ducit aus, neque 
nos, centeru nulibunum 
factellatre qua.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU
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Digital ads SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

EXPLORE MORE

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Welcome  
new connections.
UNIVERSITY OF 
REDLANDS

Welcome  
a new sound.
UNIVERSITY OF 
REDLANDS

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

EXPLORE MORE EXPLORE MORE

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Welcome a 
bigger impact.
UNIVERSITY OF 
REDLANDS
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www.redlands.edu/sb → enrollmentmgmt@redlands.com → 888-999-9844

INVITE INNOVATIVE 
THINKING. 21ST CENTURY    
 LEADERSHIP SPEAKER SERIES

Our 21st Century 
Leadership Speaker 
Series brings thought 
leaders from all sorts  
of business backgrounds 
to campus. You’ll have  
the chance to ask 
questions, gain insights, 
and build your network 
with every speaker.

Saturday, 
September 25
12:00-1:00 p.m.
Casa Loma Room 
University of Redlands 
1200 E. Colton Ave.  
Redlands, CA 92373

WELCOME THE  
STRENGTH  
OF A BULLDOG  
NETWORK.

You don’t have to wait 
to tap into the power 
of our extensive alumni 
network. Join us for an 
alumni network panel 
and start building your 
Bulldog network today.  
 Invite connections.  
Welcome opportunity.

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFEFlyers

RSVP at 
Redlands.edu/sbevents

 
WEBINAR September 25 → 12:00 p.m. Pacific → RSVP at www.redlands.edu/sbevents
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THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Graduate 
School of 
Theology 

THERE IS 
MORE HERE 
THAN MEETS 
THE EYE.

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Chaplaincy∕Spiritual Care Research 
Literacy Concentration
Executive Leadership 
Interdisciplinary Studies of Ministry
Pastoral Care and Counseling  
Pastor as Spiritual Leader

In 2019, we came together 
with the San Francisco 
Theological Seminary 
to form our Graduate 
School of Theology. With 
an opportunity to build 
on over 250 years of 
combined history, the 
school offers classes on 
our beautiful, new Marin 
County campus.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

MARIN

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
Certificate in LGBTQ 
Leadership

Certificate in Mental  
Health and Spirituality

Certificate in Trauma  
and Spiritual Care

Diploma in Chaplaincy  
and Spiritual Care  
Research Literacy

Diploma or Certificate in the 
Art of Spiritual Direction

MASTER OF DIVINITY
History∕Theology
Biblical Studies
Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care
Christian Spirituality

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Biblical Studies
History∕Theology∕Ethics
Ministry∕Spirituality
Spiritual Care and Compassionate   
   Leadership (Shaw Chaplaincy Institute) 

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

With our multi-faith 
and multi-disciplinary 
approach, you’ll have the 
freedom to pursue what 
speaks to you and pull 
from different fields of 
study along the way. 

The big-sky dreamers and 
global philosophers never 
could be confined to a 
singular path. Like you,  
they need the space to 
venture further and allow 
ideas to expand. 

Explore all faiths.  
Embrace broader  
horizons.
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The big-sky dreamers and 
global philosophers never 
could be confined to a 
singular path. Like you,  
they need the space to 
venture further and allow 
ideas to expand. 

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Chaplaincy∕Spiritual Care Research 
Literacy Concentration
Executive Leadership 
Interdisciplinary Studies of Ministry
Pastoral Care and Counseling  
Pastor as Spiritual Leader

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

MARIN

MASTER OF DIVINITY
History∕Theology
Biblical Studies
Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care
Christian Spirituality

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Biblical Studies
History∕Theology∕Ethics
Ministry∕Spirituality
Spiritual Care and Compassionate 
Leadership (Shaw Chaplaincy Institute) 

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

In 2019, we came together 
with the San Francisco 
Theological Seminary 
to form our Graduate 
School of Theology. With 
an opportunity to build 
on over 250 years of 
combined history, the 
school offers classes on 
our beautiful, new Marin 
County campus.

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
Certificate in LGBTQ 
Leadership

Certificate in Mental  
Health and Spirituality

Certificate in Trauma  
and Spiritual Care

Diploma in Chaplaincy  
and Spiritual Care  
Research Literacy

Diploma or Certificate in the 
Art of Spiritual Direction

With our multi-faith 
and multi-disciplinary 
approach, you’ll have the 
freedom to pursue what 
speaks to you and pull 
from different fields of 
study along the way. 

The big-sky dreamers and 
global philosophers never 
could be confined to a 
singular path. Like you,  
they need the space to 
venture further and allow 
ideas to expand. 

Explore all faiths.  
Embrace broader  
horizons.

The Applied Wisdom Institute 
Moest illoribus am a consequ idemoluptur 
rem aut am sapis acerorerro coria quis 
sit dus. Alique ellitatiore, cus essimusae. 
Et et est, nit que volupta temporum ulla 
eiuntiberum ra quia aut quiduscilia quid  
et es net explit quissimus ma nullation 
repram dolorerum.

The Shaw Chaplaincy Institute for  
Spiritual Care and Compassionate Leadership
Uma dolupta ide nobis dolores simolore, num 
con poritis ut dia nis ditatur endanit alignihil 
magnis eostiandae sollacil ipsam etur, eaquae 
volut quodi omnisqu aspicil il molorest aut pe 
laut lam sit velluptam, to bea vereratius et rem 
sinctur andenim quas dolut qui consequistem 
quaerro ex es nonet voluptium volupturiate.

Take your spiritual 
studies to greater 
heights with 
leadership programs, 
certificates, service 
trips, and more.

Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam 
isim inctem que endende 
moluptatia nemolup tatibeati 
nosse perro officillaut faccus 
et peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur adias 
vendeSam audi ut audandi 
gnimin necest, odiciendesse 
voluptat fugit, archil ipsam 
quiaepu ditatis core nuscia 
voluptati consenet occaborro te 
experiorem volo.

Atur, coritiat laborupta si dolore 
laborerror reritat uremquia 
corempo riatio. Nequide lign imo 
dicimaiost fugit liam cum dolore 
porehen dandam solorro blab 
oris rem volorem lis explam quae. 
Neque nulpa nos ex exerchiciae 
laboris quiam, officiet mos  asi 
samus mo tem imaiore con pa 
eos explaborero ma cusanda 
poabsddewr crent.
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